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Professional Development Co-Chair
B.M.R. PT, MClSc-AHCP (Manipulative Therapy), FCAMPT (Fellow of the Canadian Academy of
Manipulative Physiotherapy), certified in Acupuncture.
Craig graduated from the University of Manitoba in 2009 with a Bachelors of Medical Rehabilitation
Physical Therapy. Upon graduation, he began working at Riverbend Physiotherapy & Sports Injury
Centre where he continues to practice. Craig has continued to grow professionally taking multiple postgraduate courses (including certification in acupuncture), helping to improve his clinical reasoning and
manual therapy skills. One of his long-time goals was to complete and receive a clinical Masters degree
in physiotherapy. In 2019 Craig was accepted to Western University and in July 2020 completed his
Masters of Clinical Science Advanced Healthcare Practice Manipulative Therapy field (MClSc-AHCP
(MT)). Upon completion of his MClSc, he also became an FCAMPT (Fellow of the Canadian Academy of
Manipulative Physiotherapy) therapist. Craig now looks forward to supporting the profession of
physiotherapy and offering his time as a mentor for those looking to advance their skills in manual
therapy and clinical reasoning with their goals of attaining similar advanced training.
Craig’s passion for physiotherapy has led him to continue to provide his services to his community by
participating as a physiotherapist/trainer with the St. Vital Mustangs Football Program since 2010. This
has also provided him an opportunity to be a clinical instructor for multiple physiotherapy students,
supervising them during their clinical placement with the football club. Through his work with the St.
Vital Mustangs, Craig was also given the opportunity to work as a trainer/physiotherapist for Manitoba
Fearless women’s tackle football club (part of the WWCFL) in 2019.
Craig spends much of his free time with his family, enjoying playing with his 2 young sons, as well as
spending time with his wife Jackie (who also happens to be a physiotherapist). When not spending time
enjoying family bike rides or other family activities, Craig enjoys golfing, running, and cross country
skiing in the winter.

